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Foreword
The European Business Leaders’ Convention has had an important
impact on business and politics by providing a forum for top
executives and experts to gather and discuss Europe’s challenges
and opportunities.
To provide the necessary macro diligence for the discussions that will
take place at Northern Light 2016, Oxford Analytica is pleased to
provide you with this background Briefing Book from the Oxford
Analytica Daily Brief.

Davy Young
Executive Director
Oxford Analytica

Oxford Analytica is an international analysis and advisory firm founded
in 1975. It draws on a global expert network to serve executives in over
150 major banks, corporations, and professional services firms around
the world, as well as leaders in over 50 governments and international
institutions.
Our Daily Brief service, which monitors worldwide risks, and our
Advisory Practice enable the world’s leading organizations to navigate
complex global environments that impact strategy, investments,
operations and policy.
I hope you enjoy the discussions that lie ahead as well as the
supportive material provided here; the event promises to be an
insightful discussion on pivotal issues we face today and I look forward
to meeting you over the next few days.

Yours sincerely,
Davy Young
Executive Director, Oxford Analytica
oa@oxford-analytica.com
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UK 'Brexit' vote will weaken EU
Friday, June 24 2016
An Oxford Analytica In-depth Analysis
In a result that came as a surprise to markets, pollsters and commentators alike, the UK
electorate yesterday voted to leave the EU by a 52-48% margin. This follows a campaign
in which the 'Remain' side sought but ultimately failed to make the economy and, in
particular, the economic risks associated with leaving the EU the main issue, while the
'Leave' lobby focused on immigration, the alleged cost of EU membership to the taxpayer
and the advantages of enhanced sovereignty. This momentous vote means that the
mechanism of withdrawal will dominate UK politics until 2020.

What next

Impact

The United Kingdom now faces the imminent prospect of a change in prime minister and a
reshaped Conservative government, possibly under the leadership of Boris Johnson. It
must then endure a three-to-four-year period of uncertainty as a Canada-style trade
relationship with the EU emerges. The result is likely to boost Eurosceptic parties across
the EU and trigger calls for referenda in other countries.
Analysis
The Leave victory came against the weight of expectations.
It appears to have been achieved by an alliance of the centre-right and much of the working
class centre-left who found common cause in their opposition to EU membership and
particularly the free movement of people, even if politically these two constituencies do not
agree on much else.
There is also a generational and residential aspect to the result, with older voters much
more motivated to vote and to leave the EU than was the case for younger electors, and
rural England more disposed to quit than more urban areas.

REMAIN

Prime Minister David Cameron
announces his forthcoming resignation
after the UK vote to leave the EU
(Reuters/Stefan Wermuth)

LEAVE

• The United Kingdom's
importance in Washington -underpinned by diplomatic
rather than military or
economic clout -- is likely to
decrease.
• Russia will seek to take
advantage of a weaker and
more divided EU.
• Relations with London will
become a lower priority for
Beijing, and some Chinese
businesses will put
investment plans on hold.
• Central European
governments unhappy with
EU pressure to admit
migrants will call for a more
diverse, less centralised
model.

UK EU referendum results
Sources: UK Electoral Commission,
Electoral Office for Northern Ireland
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Conservative negotiators
It has been assumed throughout that Prime Minister David Cameron could not and would
not want to survive a Leave vote and oversee the negotiations necessary to implement that
decision. He announced this morning that he would step down by the time of the
Conservatives' annual conference in October.
His successor logically should be one of the leading advocates of the Leave campaign.
That suggests two plausible individuals -- Johnson, the former mayor of London, and
Michael Gove, the justice secretary -- who were the most prominent Conservative
advocates of departing from the EU.
Although Gove might come under some pressure to stand, he has disavowed that ambition
and in any regard would probably calculate that his chances of defeating Johnson in the
ultimate ballot of Conservative Party members were modest.
The contest is too early to call, but Johnson could become Conservative Party leader and
prime minister with Gove overseeing the team conducting the negotiations on the United
Kingdom's exit from the EU, either as deputy prime minister or foreign secretary, or in a
bespoke position.

Johnson is the early front
runner to succeed Cameron

The unknown element is whether a senior figure -- notably Theresa May, the home
secretary, who was a reluctant member of the Remain campaign -- challenges Johnson as
a party-unifying compromise candidate, or cuts a deal with him.
Duration of negotiations
The mechanics of withdrawal are set out in Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty. They involve a
two-year process of dialogue before a departure becomes final, although this can be
extended if there is unanimous consent to do so.
In practice, the government is likely to conclude that two years is too short a period and
that it would be wise to agree some core principles for departure in a series of prenegotiations before the article is officially triggered.
Ministers would not, however, want an extended period of dialogue to undermine business
and economic confidence in the United Kingdom. A target date in 2019 or early 2020
(certainly before the May 2020 election) is likely to be adopted.

The United Kingdom's most
likely exit point is 2019 or
early 2020

The final agreement would have to be ratified by the European Commission, the European
parliament and, most probably, all remaining 27 member states, complicating the final
timing.
UK-EU relationship
At the start of the referendum campaign there was an ambiguity in what the future model
relationship would be.
Some Leave advocates, seemingly including Johnson, appeared to have sympathy with an
'EU-lite' relationship associated with Norway or Switzerland while others, including Gove,
appeared to want a more detached outcome that would enable the United Kingdom to
position itself as a more global actor.
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The nature of the referendum contest appears to have moved this debate. The electorate is
seen to have opted for withdrawal largely because of concerns over the free movement of
people (with the disputed costs of EU membership to taxpayers a salient consideration as
well).
As any EU-lite deal akin to that of Norway or Switzerland would almost certainly have to
involve the free movement of people and would probably include a UK contribution to the
EU budget as well, such a bargain may now have to be considered politically impractical.

A Norway- or Switzerland-style
deal may be politically
impossible

It seems more probable as a consequence that an arrangement more akin to the EUCanada relationship would be more acceptable to both parties. That would imply a liberal
EU-UK trade and investment regime, and an agreement to cooperate on strategic global
issues.
Political consequences
There are several wider political consequences.
The first revolves around the response of pro-Remain figures within the Conservative Party
and their willingness to serve in an administration that is pursuing a wholly new EU policy.
Second, there is likely to be exceptional acrimony within the Labour Party as well, with
many Labour MPs blaming their leader, Jeremy Corbyn, for a half-hearted advocacy of the
EU that failed to inspire Labour-inclined electors to back continued membership.
Third, the question of Scotland's continued participation in the United Kingdom has been
reopened. Scottish First Minister Nicola Sturgeon said this morning that a second
independence referendum was now "highly likely", as Scotland (which voted 62% to 38%
to remain) faced being taken out of the EU against its will (see UNITED KINGDOM: SNP to
bide time on independence - October 30, 2015).
Finally, the status of the border between Northern Ireland and EU member Ireland will
become salient again. The common travel area betwen the two provided under the Good
Friday power-sharing agreement would come into question, with Irish politicians possibly
arguing that closing it would be a breach of an international treaty.
Economic impact
The economic impact is the largest single unknown factor (see UNITED KINGDOM: 'Brexit'
could hinder long-term growth - April 11, 2016).
In the short term, there may be a slowdown in economic growth with the risk of a technical
recession. In the medium term, much depends on the arrangements that the United
Kingdom concludes with its former partners.
The new Conservative leadership will be aware of these risks and is likely to adopt an
economic agenda that promotes tax cuts over the original timetable for deficit reduction
and outlines a sweeping deregulation initiative that would be implemented from the moment
that UK membership of the EU ceased.
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Shock in Europe
European Council President Donald Tusk has convened a meeting of the leaders of the 27
other member states on the sidelines of the June 28-29 Council to consider how to
respond to the UK referendum result. Tusk said this morning they had hoped for a different
outcome, but over the past two days he had spoken to EU leaders and they were
determined to maintain their unity as the EU-27.
Managing the United Kingdom's departure will require major attention from EU institutions
and member states and divert capacity from addressing other problems.
The EU will be diminished symbolically and practically, losing 65 million of its population
(although probably Scotland and possibly Northern Ireland may eventually rejoin the EU)
and one-sixth of its GDP.
It is a staggering blow to the 'European project', a move in a different direction to the nonEU European nations that still aspire to join that could lead some to reconsider.
Eurosceptic parties across Europe will take heart, each pushing for a national referendum
on recasting relations with the EU.

The result will boost
Eurosceptic parties

Party leaders that have already called for referenda on EU membership of their countries
include Geert Wilders of the Dutch Freedom Party, Marine Le Pen of the French Front
National and Mateo Salvini of the Italian Northern League.
Eurosceptic parties such as Spain's Podemos and Germany's Alternative fuer Deutschland
are likely to benefit in upcoming elections. Established centrist parties may increasingly
embrace Eurosceptic positions in an attempt to win back voters.
Those governments that want looser relations with the EU and a more free-market
economic policy will miss an ally, while those on its eastern borders will be concerned at
the signal sent to Russia that one of its two strongest military powers is disengaging from
Europe.
The 27 will try to ponder the lessons for the EU from the UK referendum, but the variety of
views on what those lessons are will blunt policy responses.
Some will conclude that UK departure is a shame but the EU must continue; others that a
more 'social' EU is called for including greater integration and deeper economic and
monetary union (with London seen as a major obstacle now removed); still others that
'Europe' has become too detached from its peoples and a major reappraisal is required;
and others again that the possibility of a full political union is dead and buried.
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Demographics will underpin global productivity trends
Thursday, June 9 2016
Unprecedented demographic change confronts the global economy. By 2050, populations
will grow the fastest in Africa and India while Japan's will fall by 15%, Russia's by 14% and
Germany's by 12%.

What next
By 2050, the global population will grow to 9.6 billion from 7.3 billion now. The number of
over-65-year olds will triple while the numbers of working-age people and children will fall.
Regional variations will be marked. In areas such as Africa and India, demographic change
may support growth.
Analysis
An older population is a less productive population. As the global population ages,
potential GDP growth will be reduced by shrinking labour supply, higher wage costs, lower
savings and lower capital through investment.
A Harvard study estimates that, had demographic decline begun in 1960, average yearly
global growth from that year to 2005 would have been 2.1% rather than 2.8%, that is, 25%
lower.
In the United States, average per-capita income would have risen to only 25,500 dollars in
2005 from 10,000 dollars in 1960, rather than to the 34,600-dollar income actually
achieved. Additional projections can be produced applying this factor of demographic
decline.

Elderly people exercise during an
event to mark Japan's 'Respect for the
Aged Day' in Tokyo (Reuters/Issei
Kato)

Impact
• With no immigration,
Germany's population will fall
to 30 million by 2050 rather
than the projected 10 million.
• High growth is probable in
India and parts of Africa,
where population growth is
stronger.
• Governments facing
demographic decline will need
to reform their labour markets
and health systems, while
encouraging immigration.

Average global GDP growth has been 2.5% since the 1973 OPEC oil embargo. If growth in
1975-2005 is reduced to 1.8% from 2.5% (as above, 25% lower), per-capita GDP will be
24,460 dollars in 2050 rather than 31,090 dollars under the 2.5%-growth scenario.
A wealthy OECD country with 45,000 dollars of per-capita GDP in 1975 will see this rise to
84,020 dollars in 2050, rather than 106,795 dollars.
Other threats to growth
These trends assume all other factors remaining unchanged, but they probably will not.
Apart from demographics, growth depends on:
• the political environment;
• the level of corruption;
• the regulatory framework; and
• unexpected external shocks.
War is bad for growth. Syria's real GDP contracted by 50% in 2011-15.
Corruption also affects growth (see INTERNATIONAL: NGOs will be slow to address
corruption - May 5, 2016). The world's 15 least-corrupt countries are all, except for
Barbados, wealthy OECD countries, while the world's 15 most-corrupt countries are all
poor.
© Oxford Analytica 2016. All rights reserved
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Legal and regulatory environments are also important. The OECD estimates that France
could raise its GDP growth by 1.2% per year by increasing competition, liberalising its
labour market, reforming governance and improving its tax system (see FRANCE:
Reshuffle will not avert economic failures - February 17, 2016).
Regional variations
When making long-term investment, businesses consider the combined impact of
demographic and political factors.
Africa
As demographic growth is the highest in Africa, the continent could experience strong
growth. Even if per-capita GDP stays unchanged, population growth alone will lead to rising
GDP, meaning more demand for products and services.
Ivory Coast, Senegal, Tanzania, Djibouti, Rwanda, Kenya and Mozambique enjoy annual
GDP growth rates above 6%, though from a low base.
Among these countries, Senegal and Rwanda are ranked 44th and 54th respectively, out of
100 in terms of perceived corruption by Transparency International. The country ranked as
100th is seen as the least corrupt. For context, Germany is 81st and the United States
76th.
Though currently enjoying lower, or even negative growth, Zambia, Botswana, Ghana,
Namibia and South Africa are also among the African states perceived as least corrupt,
ranking 38th, 63rd, 47th, 53rd and 44th, respectively. They should be sources of growth.
India
India will be another important growth source, as a stable country with strong population
growth and moderate perceptions of corruption. It is 38th in the corruption ranking, similar
to Zambia.
Europe
In Europe, the combination of relatively weak institutions and poor demographics will be
worst in eastern and southern Europe. Political and demographic developments will be
most favourable in France, the United Kingdom and Scandinavia.
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Source: Eurostat

Germany is an outlier. It lies at the heart of the European economy, has stable institutions
and enjoys little corruption, but faces a rapidly ageing population.
Its skills-based, high-value-added economy and acceptance of migrants should deliver
moderate economic growth and growing per-capita GDP. Germany's population declined in
2010, but large inwards migration has resulted in an overall population increase to 81.3
million from 80.2 million.
Germany's labour force expanded to 44.9 million people. Currently, there are 43 million
people in work, the highest employment rate since reunification.
Even assuming 200,000-300,000 immigrants per year, Germany's population should still
decline to 73.1 million by 2060, concentrated in eastern Germany, the Ruhr area and the
countryside.
Major metropolitan areas will keep growing.
2.5
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0
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EU: Projected GDP average yearly growth rates (%)
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United States
The US senior population should more than double to 86 from 41 million people by 2060,
but the overall population will grow by 89 million over the same period, underpinning growth.
The country has stable institutions and the largest share of global GDP.
Alternative scenario
The above analyses assume that current population predictions are accurate. Should
Africa's population growth moderate on the back of rising GDP, as it did in Japan, North
America and Europe, another scenario comes into play.
National Bureau of Economic Research data suggest that, as the birth rate declines,
countries get a generational demographic dividend. Countries with a high share of children
devote substantial resources to unproductive citizens.
However, as these children move into working life, both the labour force and productivity
expand. As the population ages and this cohort retires, the country once again devotes
substantial wealth to unproductive citizens.
Europe and North America enjoyed this dividend in the 1950s-60s, when growth was 6%
per year. East Asia enjoyed it in the 1980s-2000s, when growth was also 6% per year on
average and around 10% in China.
Political instability denied Latin America its demographic dividend. If population growth
moderates, corruption is reduced and political stability achieved, this region could enjoy
higher growth.
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Fiscal effects
Countries with ageing populations see fiscal effects more pronounced than growth effects;
health and social security costs rise as, with falling economic growth, tax revenue
declines.
All countries in western Europe and in most of Asia will face such costs, but they will be
most severe in countries with the most rapidly ageing populations, such as Japan and
Germany. Due to a higher birth rate, the US population will age more slowly than the rest
of the world's.

Countries with ageing
population have fiscal effects
more pronounced than growth
effects

The global median age, which was eight years below that of the United States in 2010, is
projected to be only five years below the US level by 2050. On the positive side, fiscal
effects are easier to manage than growth effects.
These reforms would blunt the impact of ageing populations:
• increasing the female labour-force participation rate, raising tax revenues;
• raising the retirement age;
• moving from defined-benefit to defined-contribution pension schemes;
• favouring immigration, to slow labour force shrinkage; and
• linking healthcare costs to contributions; as the population ages, individual
contributions or taxes will have to increase.
The combined effect of politics and demographics will affect the outcome of long-term
investment decisions.
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Hackers will be key threat to critical infrastructure
Monday, May 9 2016
Cyberattacks on critical national infrastructure (CNI) are a serious possibility. As CNI
becomes increasingly connected, the attack surface for hackers widens. Likewise, the
costs and risks of cyberattacks are markedly lower when compared to physical attacks,
thereby lowering the barriers for prospective malicious actors.
US Petersen Air Force Base in
Colorado, 2015 (Reuters/Rick Wilking)

What next
The likelihood of a cyberattacks against CNI will increase with each passing year. Aware
of the danger, states have put in place multilateral mechanisms and agreements to
mitigate the possibility of state-backed cyberattacks against CNI that could lead to war.
However, such initiatives will do little to deter non-state actors, such as criminals or
'hacktivists', whose innovative methods will be a primary challenge in protecting CNI.

Impact
• Given the high likelihood of
receiving a payoff,
cybercriminals will be
incentivised to hold CNI
systems to ransom.

Analysis
Attacks on CNI are not a new phenomenon. In 2009, Stuxnet, an (allegedly) US-Israeli
created virus, sabotaged an Iranian nuclear uranium-enrichment plant by overriding the
facilities' control systems, causing the fast-spinning centrifuges to tear themselves apart
(see GULF STATES: Threat of cyber warfare grows - December 11, 2012).
Yet a few recent attacks have brought the threat back to the foreground. In early 2016, a
hacker group with known links to the Russian government demonstrated the destructive
potential of cyberattacks by causing a power outage in Ukraine after an attack on the
Ukrainian power grid in early 2016.
In the United States, the spread of ransomware within hospitals in early 2016 represents a
worrying trend (see INTERNATIONAL: Ransomware could target IoT next - April 25, 2016).
Here, data is encrypted and rendered unusable, forcing staff to revert to manual processes
unless a ransom is paid.

• CNI organisations would
benefit from sharing
information on cyber threats.
• However, establishing such
arrangements could prove
challenging given the
sensitivity of the topic.
• Attacks on CNI could change
the nature of warfare.

The scale of the danger of cyberattacks is not lost on governments: the 2015 UK National
Security Strategy deemed cyber threats on CNI a Tier One threat -- above those such as
organised crime and nuclear attacks.
CNI vulnerabilities
Concern over the security of CNI is justified given the vulnerability of systems on a number
of fronts.
Outsourcing weaknesses
Outsourcing has become increasingly common across a number of industries, and this
exposes CNI to supply chain risks. CNI owners and operators source hardware and
software from a variety of firms, which increases the complexity -- and therefore exposure - of their systems.
This was demonstrated in 2014 when a cyberattack conducted by the hacker group
Dragonfly targeted a number of energy companies in the United States and Europe through
their supply chains.
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While CNI organisations work hard to safeguard their own processes, it is hard to
guarantee that third parties (who may even rely on contractors themselves) are as
stringent. Vetting external staff also becomes problematic unless universal vetting
requirements are introduced across the supply chain.
Connectivity problems
Conventional wisdom dictates that CNI will become increasingly vulnerable as systems
become digitised. As the 'internet of things' emerges with more devices and systems
connected online, inevitably the potential attack surface for malicious actors widens.
However, securely integrating legacy systems from the past represents a core challenge.
Much CNI is reliant on embedded hardware and (often proprietary) protocols that predate
the internet. In industries such as power grid networks, systems were created assuming
operation managers would be based onsite, contrasting with today's model of systems
being managed from remote offices or even mobile devices.

Integrating CNI systems that
predate the internet will
present as much of a challenge
as securing new and innovative
technologies

For many of these systems, it was never envisaged that there would be a need to connect
infrastructure to a corporate network or the internet. Subsequently, the security models of
many of these systems make outdated assumptions that are largely concerned with
physical attacks as opposed to cyber ones; transitioning to modern security standards will
be challenging.
Intent to attack
Although CNI certainly remains vulnerable, the intent of actors who might seek to exploit
such vulnerabilities is perhaps overstated.
Specifically, states will act in a more restrained manner than is often imagined due to
efforts within international forums to establish norms of behaviour that rule out cyberattacks
on CNI (see INTERNATIONAL: Cyber security faces concept challenges - December 19,
2014).
A UN Group of Governmental Experts (GGE) session with representatives from the China,
Russia, the United States and other countries, reached an agreement that "a state should
not conduct or knowingly support ICT activity that intentionally damages or otherwise
impairs the use and operation of critical infrastructure".
Although states have historically breached multilateral agreements, it is unlikely that large
states such as the United States, Russia and China will target each other's CNI given the
possible repercussions. However, powerful states may have less regard for such
international precedents against weaker states that cannot retaliate -- as the Russian
attack on the Ukrainian power grid demonstrates.

International forums, such as
the UN Group of Governmental
Experts, could help to reduce
the threat of state-backed
attacks on CNI

For developed states, the more likely threat comes from non-state actors such as hacker
groups.
The threat posed by non-state actors should not be underestimated given the asymmetric
properties of the cyber domain -- that is, the ability of the attacker to cause high levels
damage with little resources, while protecting systems requires high levels of effort and
investment (see INTERNATIONAL: 'Hacktivism' poses lasting threat - February 15, 2013).
With CNI being by definition 'critical' to the smooth running of a nation, complacency is not
an option.
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Protective measures
Specific details of CNI security protocols are unclear as organisations are reluctant to
disclose information on the matter. Nonetheless, there are some fundamental protective
measures that all CNI organisations seek to implement.
The introduction of access controls that limit the number of users that can potentially harm
a system is a crucial step in protecting systems. Multi-party authorisation is one such
technique to reduce the likelihood of malicious acts by requiring multiple users to approve
sensitive actions.
CNI organisations also need to establish their own red line -- situations that cannot be
allowed to happen. For example, for a power grid, threats to the availability of electricity
should pose the greatest concern.
By contrast, air traffic control services are primarily concerned with the integrity of their
systems, ensuring that adversaries cannot alter communication between aircraft. Crucially,
for processes where an intrusion by a malicious actor could have a devastating impact,
security should be prioritised over other efficiency or cost-saving objectives.
The lack of education and training in cybersecurity among the wider workforce of CNI
organisations also leads to vulnerabilities. Staff outside of specialist cybersecurity teams
are often targeted in such attacks and it is important for them to be able to recognise
potential signs of an intrusion, as well as know the procedure for reporting such sightings.
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Middle East jihadist states will struggle to survive
Thursday, May 19 2016
Islamic State group (ISG) is just one of a number of jihadist entities using the security
vacuum in the Middle East, North Africa and beyond to seek territorial control and
establish government according to a purist understanding of Islam. Other groups such as
Jabhat al-Nusra, al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) and Boko Haram are seeking
similar goals in Syria, Yemen and Nigeria, respectively.

What next
The expulsion of ISG from its 'capitals' of Mosul and Raqqa would mark a major blow for
other jihadist state-building projects. Jihadist groups may adapt to such setbacks by
seeking to govern in cooperation with other local groups, as al-Qaida has done in Yemen.
Efforts to exploit territorial opportunities in an attempt to establish their Salafi utopia of an
Islamic state will proliferate so long as sectarian conflict and governance vacuums persist.
Analysis
The formation of new sub-state entities has intensified in the Middle East in the past five
years with the retreat of central government from large areas of Iraq, Syria and Yemen, and
the fall of the Qadhafi regime in Libya. These developments have created opportunities for
a wide range of ethnic, local and religious minority groups to call for the establishment of
their own political entities.
Defining jihadist states
Jihadists such as ISG and Jabhat al-Nusra are therefore one of a number of groups
seeking to establish political entities in the new Middle East.

Jabhat al-Nusra militants in Syria's Idlib
province (Reuters/Hamid Khatib)

Impact
• The risk of ethnic and
sectarian cleansing will
increase.
• International efforts to
strengthen central
governments and their
militaries will rise.
• Loss of territory in Iraq and
Syria will reduce ISG's appeal
to foreign fighters.
• Resource constraints mean
public service provision in
jihadist-run areas will be poor.

However, their entities have a number of distinct qualities:
'Pure' Islam
The states that jihadis promote universally subscribe to Salafi principles. Salafism is a
Sunni theological tradition that calls for the 'purification' of Islamic faith.
Jihadist territorial projects today therefore seek to establish an Islamic state governed by
this 'pure' version of Islam. This comes with the assumption that no prior Islamic form of
government since the first century of Islam has applied a 'pure' version of Islam thoroughly.
Indeed, this is part of the Salafi orientation of such groups, which argues for the restoration
of an understanding of Islam purported to have been practiced by the Prophet Mohammed
and his immediate followers in Arabia in the seventh century.

Salafi-jihadists seek to revive
the first Islamic state of the
seventh century

This provides a basis for how Salafi-jihadis organise state institutions, for example,
taxation and courts.
Sectarian conflict
State-building by jihadis is also driven by any perceived oppression of Sunnis in the region
by the established central government, especially if the government is run by Shia or other
non-Sunni forces. ISG's project in Iraq and Syria is framed as a campaign to protect
Sunnis from oppression by the Shia-dominated government in Baghdad and the Iranianallied regime in Damascus.
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Intolerance of non-Salafi practices
As part of its mission to impose 'pure Islam' on local populations, these Islamic state
entities seek to crack down on the practice of Shia, Sufi and traditional mainstream Sunni
practices.
While most of the world's Salafis are not violent, jihadists can use their exclusivist
theological bent and intolerance of other Islamic and non-Islamic traditions to serve as a
justification for violence.
This may include the targeting of both Westerners and other Muslims (especially Shia and
Sufis), and the destruction of cultural monuments and artifacts, with the aim of purging
territory of what they regard as 'deviant' Islamic practices.
Caliphate claim
ISG has declared itself to be a 'caliphate' which implies leadership of the world's Muslim
community and holding exclusive authority to arbitrate Islamic norms. It claims to be not
only Islamic in name (as was the case with the Ottoman and other Islamic empires), but to
revive for the first time in history the vision of the Prophet Mohammed and his immediate
followers.
Other groups, such the Taliban in Afghanistan, al-Qaida in Yemen, and Jabhat al-Nusra in
Syria are pursuing the establishment of Islamic 'emirates', as opposed to a caliphate.
Vulnerabilities
These very distinguishing features of jihadist state-building projects can also be
vulnerabilities.
Changing geopolitics
The progress of these projects is tied to the course of geopolitical events, in particular the
existence of local sectarian conflicts and the absence of effective central government
forces. If these factors change, this could weaken jihadist groups, both ideologically and
militarily.
For example, ISG's success is tied very closely to its anti-Shia rhetoric and to an
apocalyptic, 'end of days' narrative centered on Syria. Loss of Syrian territory or a
reduction in Shia-Sunni tensions across the region could therefore undermine ISG (see
MIDDLE EAST: ISG losses will undermine ideology - April 26, 2016).
The same is true of other groups in Syria (Jabhat al-Nusra, Ahrar al-Sham and others), and
to a lesser entent North Africa, which exploit non-Sunni identities (Shia, Sufi) of groups in
their immediate vicinity to drive sectarian narratives.
Realities of governing
The jihadists' claims to pure Salafi and Islamic credentials could likely become
inconvenient, as the realities of governing territory mean they have to draw on non-Salafi
and non-Islamic sources to build their institutions of governance. This is because, as
Salafis argue, there are no precedents for pure Islamic governance since the Prophet
Mohammed's time.
Salafis reject the 14 centuries of Islamic legal institutions that developed after the early
period, meaning that the theoretical works on Islamic public law (taxation, warfare,
government, courts) and historical precedents in those centuries fall outside the typical
Salafi canon.
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Jihadist groups will therefore need to adapt and expand their ideological platforms to
address mundane issues such as taxation, military, educational and judicial affairs,
among other dimensions of state governance.

The realities of government
involve compromise on
Islamic ideology

Sustaining their state-building operations will be particularly difficult due to their intolerance
of other groups, coercion of local communities, and lack of external state support. In order
to find sources of revenue, they will come under pressure to work with non-Salafi actors, in
order to exploit trade opportunities and natural resources, and run existing public services
and infrastructure. Revenue pressures may also make them resort to 'un-Islamic' activities
such as extortion, black markets and drug smuggling.
Jihadist competition
Jihadist state-building exercises will be subject to territorial rivalries with other jihadist
groups, for example, ISG's struggle to establish a province in Yemen due to AQAP's
stronghold there, and Jabhat al-Nusra's split with ISG in Syria (see INTERNATIONAL:
Islamic State will intensify operations - March 24, 2016) and (see YEMEN: Jihadists will
slow stabilisation of south - December 7, 2015).
They will also face criticism from other jihadist groups for any kind of ideological laxity or
inconsistency caused by the exigencies of running a state.
ISG has already thrown the global jihadist movement into disarray by claiming its caliphate
and seeking to demonstrate that its leader, Abu-Umar al-Baghdadi, meets the Islamic
qualifications for the role of caliph.
Outlook
These in-built vulnerabilities mean that all jihadist state-building projects will ultimately
need to compromise on their ideological principles and adapt to changing local conditions
in order to survive.
If they fail to do this, then they are likely to transition into secretive operational networks
focused principally on terrorist activity.
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Al-Qaida is still a potent global force
The terrorist network has retained the allegiance of many regional groups

Jabhat al-Nusra
Abdallah Azzam
Brigades

Turkestan
Islamic Party

Caucasus
Emirate
Core al-Qaida
Al-Qaida in the Indian Subcontinent

Okba bin Nafaa
Brigades

Afghan Taliban

Al-Qaida in the
Islamic Maghreb
(incl. al-Murabitun
Brigade)

Lashkar-e-Taiba

Mujahedin Shura
Councils

Abu Sayyaf factions

KEY

Haqqani Network
Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan
[Other groups]

Al-Qaida in the
Arabian Peninsula
Al-Shabaab

Core
Ally
Area of operation

Jemaah Islamiyah
[status unclear]

The Islamic State group (ISG)'s declaration of a caliphate in 2014 and
its rivalry with al-Qaida has shaken the jihadi-salafist landscape. Many
groups previously affiliated with al-Qaida broke off to join ISG. Others
splintered, with some factions allying themselves with ISG and others
remaining part of the al-Qaida network. The Philippine Abu Sayyaf
group operates as such a collection of factions, of which several
have pledged allegiance to ISG.
Animosity between some ISG and al-Qaida-linked groups is so deep
that there is intense fighting. In Libya, the al-Qaida-affiliated
Mujahedin Shura Council expelled ISG from Derna.
Among other groups, use of terrorist networks' names is
opportunistic, which means that cooperation is possible. In the
January 2015 France attacks, Amedy Coulibaly claimed his attack on
behalf of ISG, while the Kouachi brothers claimed their attack against
Charlie Hebdo in al-Qaida's name.

_ Al-Qaida core's ability to communicate with
and direct its affiliates is likely constrained.
_ However, the extended network is
autonomous and can -- and will -- carry out
operations independently.
_ Al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP)
has exhibited the most intent and capability
to carry out attacks in the West.
_ Syrian affiliate Jabhat al-Nusra could
expand as a result of ISG's setbacks.
_ Al-Qaida in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) is
spreading its attacks further than ever
before, into West Africa.

See also: Islamist threat to spread to new areas in West Africa -- March 30, 2016
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Russia's Baltic Sea build-up will challenge NATO
Wednesday, May 18 2016
Fighter jets from the Royal Air Force intercepted five Russian aircraft near Estonian
airspace yesterday, after a similar incident on May 13. The Baltic Sea and its airspace
brings NATO and Russian forces into direct contact, and frictions have increased since
2014, with a series of dangerously close encounters between aircraft and vessels. NATO
wishes to reassure member states and bolster defence and deterrence in the Baltic
region. Russia argues that it is being encircled and is developing a network of antiaccess/area-denial (A2/AD) weapons systems to deter NATO maritime and air forces
during a crisis or war.

What next
Baltic Sea tensions are likely to rise as NATO prepares for maritime exercises this
summer and Russian planes are dispatched to buzz 'opponents'. This kind of incident may
also be engineered in hope of disrupting the NATO summit in Warsaw in July. In the longer
term, regional states are likely to build up naval and air capabilities to counter Moscow's
assertive posture and growing A2/AD presence.
Analysis
Russia has legitimate interests in the Baltic Sea, as a route for imports, exports and
energy flows to Europe, and as a connection between St Petersburg and Kaliningrad. The
sea is also important as a testing ground for new warships and submarines.
However, Latvia, Lithuania and Estonia feel particularly threatened by Russia, whose
maritime show of strength is intended to demonstrate the ease with which trade routes
and military reinforcements from their NATO allies can be cut (see BALTIC STATES:
NATO role may curb Russia's ambitions - March 29, 2016).
From the perspective of both NATO and Russia, the Baltic states and the sea itself are the
northern sector on a line of confrontation which includes the build-up of conventional forces
in western Russia and eastern Europe, Russia's occupation of Crimea and covert
presence in eastern Ukraine, down to the Black Sea and Middle East, where Moscow's
relationship with Turkey, in particular, has soured since a Russian jet was shot down near
the Syrian border in November 2015.

A military police officer guards a F-16
fighter, Latvia (Reuters/Ints Kalnins)

Impact
• Aggressive Russian tactics
will not stop NATO naval and
air forces operating in
international waters and in the
Baltic states.
• NATO exercises are likely to
intensify, with a special
emphasis on long-range
strike, anti-submarine and
electronic warfare.
• Amphibious landings to
reinforce the Lithuanian,
Latvian and Estonian armies
will be tested.
• NATO members and partners
will consider acquiring
submarines, sea-based air
defence systems and antisubmarine capabilities.

Scare tactics
Since the beginning of the Ukraine crisis in 2014, Russia has stepped up military activity
to underline its desire to dominate the sea, including international waters. This has
resulted in calculated near-miss encounters with NATO vessels and aircraft.

Russian aircraft fly so close to
US planes and vessels that
accidents are possible

On two occasions, Russian jets have performed what US defence officials said were
unsafe manoeuvres around RC-135 reconnaissance planes, and in a separate incident flew
within ten metres of the destroyer USS Donald Cook.
In other encounters, a Finnish-Swedish research vessel was almost rammed by a Russian
frigate in 2015. Moscow said the ship came too close to a Russian naval exercise. Cablelaying ships working on a Swedish-Lithuanian electricity connection across the Baltic Sea
had to halt work after interference from Russian warships.
Sweden and Finland have conducted hunts for submarines, strongly suspected to be
Russian, which they detected deep inside their territorial waters.
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Russian maritime capacity
Russia's Baltic Fleet is relatively modest and has not received the kind of resources
allocated to the Northern and Black Sea fleets (see RUSSIA: Black Sea Fleet projects
power westwards - April 15, 2016).
It consists of around ten destroyers, frigates and corvettes, three conventional submarines
and several landing ships. Given that the Baltic Sea is relatively small, such a force still
provides a strong naval component to Russia's A2/AD network.
Land-based A2/AD systems are in Kaliningrad, the Russian exclave between Lithuania and
Poland, as are the fighter and bomber aircraft deployed to buzz NATO planes and vessels
over the sea. These weapons systems consist of long-range anti-ship, air-defence and land
-attack missiles, including the advanced S-400 surface-to-air system and the Iskander
ballistic missile.
Russia is believed to have the capacity swiftly to deploy the mobile, long-range Bastion
anti-vessel missile system, as it did in the Black Sea region after occupying Crimea in
2014 (see NATO: Russian A2/AD systems will undermine credibility - May 3, 2016).
NATO navies
The maritime capabilities of NATO's member and partner states have decreased
considerably since the 1991 collapse of the Soviet Union (see RUSSIA/NATO: West will
meet threats with deterrence - March 21, 2016).
Denmark retired its entire submarine fleet in 2004, and Sweden has cut its submarine force
from twelve to four. The German navy has increasingly found itself deployed outside the
Baltic Sea on maritime security missions such as counter-piracy.
This trend may now be being reversed. Poland and Sweden are considering acquisitions of
new classes of submarines, and Germany is recommitting itself to high-end naval fighting
capacity.

Post-Cold War arms reductions
may need a rethink

Between them, NATO states and partners in the region have more than 400 modern
combat aircraft at their disposal.
Because the Estonians, Latvians and Lithuanians have no interceptor aircraft, NATO's
Baltic Air Policing mission has provided this defensive capacity since 2004. The rotating
force currently consists of two UK Typhoon fighters based in Estonia and two Portuguese
F-16s in Lithuania.
NATO is increasingly active in the Baltic Sea region through exercises and patrols.
The 2015 Baltops naval exercise was on a substantially larger scale than in previous
years, and focused on amphibious landings and high-end warfare.
US Air Force B-52 bombers participated, rehearsing drops of sea mines. More recently, a
multinational anti-submarine warfare exercise was held in the Baltic.
This summer's Baltops exercise is expected to be as large as in 2015.
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Strategic implications
Russia's maritime posture in the Baltic Sea, its growing A2/AD network and its active
attempts to drive NATO aircraft and ships out of the extended zone of influence to which it
lays claim are clearly intended to make life uncomfortable and risky for NATO forces in
peacetime and untenable in the event of a crisis or conflict.
At this point, these activities cannot be described as effective: they have not prevented
NATO from operating in the region, nor have they dissuaded regional states from
modernising and to an extent enhancing their maritime capabilities.
Russia's developing A2/AD network is a longer-term concern, but is attracting attention
from NATO decision-makers and military planners, since the weapons systems involved
would greatly complicate reinforcements and military operations in a sea of such limited
size.
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Risks to Iran nuclear deal are rising
Wednesday, June 15 2016
Iran said on June 14 that it had secured an agreement with Boeing to supply airliners,
representing the country's most significant commercial deal with a US company since
nuclear-related sanctions were removed in January. Six months after implementation of the
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), the international deal on Iran's nuclear
programme, Iran has complied with the technical terms of the agreement. However, the
sanctions relief that it received in return has yielded far fewer financial gains than
expected, raising pressure on both the Rouhani and Obama administrations to
demonstrate that the deal is working.

What next
Tehran and Washington will seek to resolve major implementation issues, such as Iran's
problems reconnecting with the international financial system, before US President Barack
Obama leaves office in January. If they do not, these could combine with other problems,
such as pending congressional sanctions on Iran and a likely tougher stance on Iran from
a Trump or Clinton presidency, to increase risk to the deal's long-term success.
Analysis
In the JCPOA, Iran agreed to constraints on its nuclear programme in exchange for
sanctions relief.
Successful implementation
According to the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Iran has thus far met its
nuclear dismantlement obligations agreed upon in the JCPOA. Tehran has shipped 98% of
its nuclear fuel to Russia, disassembled over 12,000 centrifuges, and poured cement into
the heavy water reactor in Arak.
The EU has lifted its primary sanctions on Iran allowing for the resumption of bilateral trade
and investment between Tehran and EU member states.

US Secretary of State John Kerry and
Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad
Javad Zarif (Reuters/Leonhard
Foeger)

Impact
• If Iran's access to dollardenominated transactions
cannot be resolved, it may
have to commence oil and
other sales in multiple
currencies.
• A successful push from
Congress for tightened
sanctions could prompt
Iranian non-compliance with
the deal.
• Failure to demonstrate
improved financial gains from
sanctions relief will weaken
Rouhani ahead of the June
2017 presidential election.

Washington has lifted secondary sanctions on Iran imposed in relation to the nuclear
programme. This move allows the trade of certain goods and equipment between Iran and
non-US parties.
However, primary and targeted US sanctions imposed over the country's human rights
policies and support for terrorism remain in place. These prevent US businesses and
individuals from conducting direct business with Tehran.
Sanctions risks
Despite both sides fulfilling the terms of the agreement, domestic obstacles and financial
risks could endanger the deal's long-term success.
Remaining US sanctions
Iran's complaints about problems reconnecting to the financial and banking system have
grown steadily louder in recent weeks.
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These problems stem from the wariness of European banks. They have yet to offer
financing for important projects due to concerns about falling foul of the US sanctions that
remain in place; and the prospect of the previous sanctions regime being reinstated under
the JCPOA's 'snapback' clause, should Iran fail in future compliance.

European banks are wary of
incurring fines for breaching
US sanctions inadvertently

US bank transactions
Iran and its potential partners have struggled to address the issue of sending money in and
out of Iran using 'U-turn transactions', a method which is especially important for oil sales
and other dollar-denominated transactions.
As part of the targeted financial sanctions imposed on Iran for supporting terror groups, the
US government prohibits Iranian banks from engaging in transactions with US banks.
It used to grant Iran U-turn exceptions, thereby allowing US banks to clear and transfer the
money as long as the money was never credited or debited from US accounts, but this
exception was revoked in 2008.
For the time being, Tehran is selling goods and services in other currencies, through
bartering and by using its dollar-denominated accounts abroad.
Key political risks
A number of developments have reduced Iran's confidence in US commitment to implement
the deal.
Congress
Opponents of the deal in Congress have introduced various bills designed to sanction Iran
for its activities, including ballistic missile tests and support for terrorist groups.
These bills include efforts to prevent US firms from buying Iranian heavy water, and to
prevent Iran from using the dollar to facilitate its transactions. Congress could seek to
combine the various proposals in the upcoming renewal of the current Iran Sanctions Act,
which expires at the end of 2016. Congressmen have sent a letter to Boeing urging the
company to not engage in the sale of civilian aircraft.
These efforts could be interpreted from the Iranian side as a violation of the nuclear deal,
which in turn could result in Iranian non-compliance.
US Supreme Court
A further setback came in April when the US Supreme Court decided in favour of the
relatives of US victims of the 1983 Beirut marine barracks bombing, attributed to Iraniansupported terrorism.
The court ruled that 2 billion dollars in frozen Iranian assets should be seized as
compensation.
US presidential elections
Uncertainty regarding the outcome of the November presidential election has reinforced
Iranian concern regarding US commitment to the deal once Obama leaves office.
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Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton, the presumptive Republican and Democratic nominees,
have both taken a stronger stance towards Iran and its perceived regional interference.
While neither has officially declared their intention to break the JCPOA, their
confrontational language suggests that either forthcoming administration would be tougher
towards Iran than Obama's.

Both Clinton and Trump are
likely to take a tougher stance
on Iran than Obama

Iranian suspicion of Washington
These developments have inflamed Iran's political elites and policymakers including many
hardliners who were already critical of the deal to begin with:
• On May 9 some 103 members of Iran's outgoing parliament penned a letter to the
president asking him to stop the nuclear deal's implementation (see IRAN:
Conservatives set to retain hold on parliament - February 18, 2016).
• Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei has repeatedly accused Washington of failing to live up
to the terms of the nuclear agreement, and stated that the United States cannot be
trusted.
• Khamenei said on June 14 that Iran would pull out of the agreement if the US
presidential candidates sought to "tear up" the deal.
These actions could be attributed to hardline politicking. Having lost their parliamentary
majority in the recent elections, hardliners are seeking to distance themselves from
Rouhani and position themselves ahead of the June 2017 presidential election.
High expectations vs structural impediments
There is a risk that disappointment with the limited economic gains from the nuclear deal
could undermine support for it. The president's team sold the deal on the promise of
immediate economic growth and an influx of foreign investment.
However, expectations for post-sanctions economic growth and investment were inflated.
Investment potential is large in every sector and industry, but the wide-scale and
immediate foreign investment that Iran is seeking has not materialised (see IRAN: Foreign
investment recovery may disappoint - February 1, 2016). Declining oil prices have also
forced the government further to restrict subsidy handouts and impose greater controls on
tax collection.
Moreover, the economy suffers from numerous macroeconomic inefficiencies that deter
foreign investment. Rouhani will likely look to address these in coming months, for
example by approving the new Iran Petroleum Contract model, and seeking to stabilise
Iran's multiple exchange rate system, establish a transparent regulatory framework, and
address the country's bad banking debt, estimated to amount to 40 billion dollars in nonperforming loans.
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